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Single neurons were recorded in owl monkey middle temporal visual cortex (MT). Directional neurons showed directioll-~lective
aAaptation to pattern motion: responses to motion in the preferred direction were reduced by adaptation to motion in the preferred di
rection and enhanced by adaptation in the oppos~te directWn. Non-directionat neurons did not show significant adaptation.
After prolonged exposure to motion in a certain di
rection. such as staring at a waterfall. stationary ob
jects appear to move in the opposite direction (see
ref. 20). This motion aftereffect, or 'waterfall illu
sion', may reflect short-term changes in neural pop
ulations. It has been suggested that the visual cortex
area MT (middle temporal area) is involved in mo
tion perceptions. because it contains a high percent
age of cells that are selective for the direction of stim
ulus motion. In this paper we report on neurons in
MT which exhibit changes in responsiveness follow
ing prolonged exposure to moving visual stimuli.
When MT neurons are adapted to movement in their
preferred direction. responses to bars moving in the
preferred direction are reduced; when adapted oppo
site to the preferred direction, responses to identical
bar motion are enhanced.
The middle temporal area (MT) of the owl monkey
is a heavily myelinated striate-receptive region which
is coextensive with an orderly map of the visual hemi
field 2• Homologies of MT have been documented in
several primate species 5. 16 , and the directionality of
MT cells has been studied in the owl monkey5.8,2'.! and
the macaquel.7·11.l4.l7,21. The directional cells in MT
respond well to movement of a visual stimulus" in a
preferred direction. and poorly to stimuli moving in
other directions. with stimuli moving in the direction

180° opposite least effective or inhibitory.
Neurons from MT and surrounding cortex were re
corded in 4 chronically prepared owl monkeys. Tech
niques were similar to those used by Baker et aJ.5, ex
cept that the stimuli were presented on a TV screen
by computer-controlled hardware rather than pro
jected on a tangent screen4. The TV screen was
placed either 28.5 or 57 cm away from the animal so
that the 40 mm by 30 mm screen subtended either 40"
by 30° or 80° by 60° of the visual field.
A neuron's preferred direction of movement was
determined using a series of bar stimuli swept
through the receptive field in 12 different directions.
The directions were pseudorandomly interleaved
and presented 5 times each. The bar was usually
oriented orthogonally to the direction of movement.
and was of a length. width, and velocity qualitatively
determined to elicit a good response from the neu
ron.
The cell was then tested for direction-specific ad
aptation as shown in Fig. 1A. A 20-s adaptation peri
od of random visual noise (dot size::::: 2 mm. 50%
density) was presented moving in the preferred di
rection, 1800 opposite to the preferred direction, or
as a stationary field. Each adaptation period was fol- "
lowed. after a 5-s delay. by a bar sweeping through
the receptive field in the best or opposite direction.
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Fig. 1. A: diagrammatic representation of an adaptation series. A period of adaptation to stationary noise, or noise moving in either
the best or opposite direction was followed by a bar stimulus moving in the best or opposite direction. These 6 conditions were pseudo.
randomly interleaved, and presented 5 times each. B: shows an example of an adaptation series. Notice that the response is strongest
after adaptation in the opposite direction, and weakest after ad,aptation in the best direction. C and 0: show the distributions of adap
tation indices (Als) for directional and non-directional cells. The AI was calculated by adding the % enhancement after adaptation in
the opposite direction to the ~ suppression after adaptation in the best direction. The Als for directional cells are generally high.
while those for the non-directional cells lend 10 congregate near zero. The difference belween these distributions is statistically signifi
cant at the 0.001 level.

The test consisted of 6 conditions: 3 adaptation fields
paired with either of 2 bar stimulus conditions. In an
adaptation test series, each of the 6 conditions was
presented 5 times in a pseudorandomly interleaved
sequence. The stationary noise conditions (SB,SO)

were u:;ed as control conditions to compare changes
in responsiveness following adaptation in the best
and opposite directions.
We completed quantitative testing on 65 neurons.
We saw strong adaptation effects in most of the direc
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tional cells in MT. An online display of an adaptation
series is shown in Fig. 1B. In 3 of the test conditions,
SB, OB and BB, identical bars were moved through
the receptive field in the same direction, but the re
sponse of the neuron to the bars was affected in a sys
tematic way by the preceding adaptation period. Ad
aptation in the preferred direction of movement sup
pressed the response to the bar in the best direction.
While adaptation in the opposite direction enhanced
the response to the bar in the best direction. The re
sponses to bars in the opposite direction (SO, 00,
BO) were generally much weaker, and there was no
significant change in their responsiveness following
adaptation.
To compare populations of cells, an adaptation in
dex (AI) was computed usingthe formula:
AI

= % enhancement after adaptation

in the oppo
site direction (OB/SB-l)
+ % suppression after adaptation in the best
direction (I-BB/SB)

= (OBIBB)/SB
The distribution of Als for 38 directional cells is
shown in Fig. Ie. A cell was considered directional if
it fired 3 times more to a stimulus in the preferred di
rection than to stimuli in directions 120°, 150° or 1800
opposite. Sixty-one percent of the cells studied were
directional by this stringent criterion. In a previous
study5. 66% of MT cells were found to meet this cri
terion. and the result is in keeping with other reports
(see ref. 8, Table 1). Seventy percent of directional
cells had AIshigher than 20, 38% higher than 40.
The mean Al for directional cells was 36.5 with ap
proximately equal contributions from enhancement
(mean
18.7) and suppression (mean
17.9) ef
fects. A distribution of the much weaker adaptation
effects for non-directional cells from MT and sur
rounding cortex is shown in Fig. 1D. Eighty percent
of the non-directional cells' AIs were lower than 20,
and the mean AI of 8.2 was not significantly different
from zero (t 1.56. n.s.). The difference between di
rectional and non-directional cell populations was
significant (t == 3.95. P < O.OOl).
Directional cells which exhibited direction-specific
adaptation effects were intermixed with non-direc
tional cells that did not show the effect. An example
of an oblique penetration is shown in Fig. 2. In this

penetration, complete direction preference and ad
aptation information was collected for 8 cells. Five of
these cells were clearly directional and had clear ad
aptation effects. The 3 non-directional cells showed
little systematic change following the adaptation
stimuli.
. Although most MT cells respond well to visual tex
ture within the classically mapped receptive fields.
the adaptation field produced by the TV system typ
ically exte'nded into a surrounding inhibitory re
gion J•4 and so rarely (5/38 cells) evoked strong re
sponses from directional neurons, and in. only one
case was this response comparable to .lh~ best re
sponse to a moving bar. Most often the neur0l!s re
sponded weakly to movement or noise in the best di
rection, with very weak or no response to either the
stationary noise field or the field moving in the oppo
site direction. A strong response to the adaptation
field was not necessary to produce a strong adapta
tion effect. In the exam pie in Fig. 1B, no response
above spontaneous was observed to any of the adap
tation stimuli.
Barlow6 reported directional cells in the retina of
the rabbit which, after prolonged stimulation.
showed a suppression of spontaneous firing for a pe
riod of time appropriate to the waterfall illusion.
Vautin and Berkleyl8 and Von der Heydt et al. 19
have shmvn that cat striate cortex cells exhibit habit
uation effects which are consistent with the decay of
motion aftereffects. These cells showed some direc
tion specificity. and gave considerably reduced re
sponses to their preferred direction of movement fol
lowing adaptation in that direction. Movshon et al.l3
demonstrated that adaptation effects for contrast
sensitivity were present at the level of the striate cor
tex but were absent at the level of the lateral genicu
late nucleus (LGN). In cat striate cortex. the direc
tional cells were more affected by adaptation. Fati
gable cells such as these could provide input to the
adaptable MT neurons.
None of these experimenters,showed statistically
significant enhancement of responses following ad
aptation. The enhancement of MT cell responses fol
lowing adaptation opposite their preferred direction
could be the result of the habituation of an inhibitory
input tuned to the direction opposite the preferred di
rection of movement. However. the adaptation ef
fects of MT neurons probably cannot be explained by
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Fig. 2. A display of adaptation effects for 8 cells from the same penetration. The polar plot of a cell's directionality is shown in the left
hand column, the adaptation index (AI) next to the polar plot and the appropriate histograms in the succeeding 3 columns. For cells
with strong directional preferences, such as BAXX21A, C, F, G and I, the Als. are high, and the histograms reflect this effect. For
thoseceHs which are without directional preference, E, Hand J, the A1s are uniformly low.

fatiguing at the level of MT, since the adaptation
stimulus rarely fired an MT cell at a high rate.
Some models put forward by ps~hophysicists to
explain the motion aftereffect and direction-specific
adaptation--mclude comparisons between direction
'"sPecific channels tuned for opposing directions of'
movement 12•1S • or distributions of activity of several
direction-specific channels9•lo • The juxtaposition of
neurons with opposite preferred directions in MT is
consistent with these modelsI.S. The model described
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